Abstract. The survey presents developments in the theory of self-similar groups leading to applications to the study of fractal sets and graphs and their associated spectra.
Introduction
The purpose of this survey is to present some recent developments in the theory of self-similar groups and its applications to the study of fractal sets. For brevity, we will concentrate only on the following two aspects (for other aspects see [BGN03] ):
(i) Construction of new fractals by using algebraic tools and interpretation of well known fractals (the first Julia set, Sierpiński gasket, Basilica fractal, and other Julia sets of post-critically finite rational maps on the Riemann sphere) in terms of self-similar groups and their associated objects -Schreier graphs.
(ii) Study of the spectra of the Laplacian on Schreier graphs of self-similar groups and on the associated fractals by appropriate limiting processes. The presentation will be focused on a few representative examples for which the "entire program" (going from a self-similar group to its associated self-similar objects and calculation/description of their spectra) is successfully implemented, such as the first Grigorchuk group 1 G, the lamplighter group L 2 , the 3-peg Hanoi Towers group H, and the tangled odometers group T , but also some examples with only partial implementation, such as the Basilica group B and the iterated monodromy group IMG z 2 + i .
Self-similar groups and their Schreier graphs
2.1. Schreier graphs. Let G be a finitely generated group, generated by a finite symmetric set S (S being symmetric means S = S −1 ) acting on a set Y (all actions in this survey will be left actions). The Schreier graph of the action of G on Y with respect to S is the oriented graph Γ(G, S, Y ) defined as follows. The vertex set of the Schreier graph is Y and the edge set is S × Y . For s ∈ S and y ∈ Y , the edge (s, y) connects y to sy. When the graph is drawn, the edge (s, y) is usually labeled just by s, since its orientation from y to sy uniquely indicates the correct "full label" (s, y). In other words, one usually draws y • The edge (s, y) connects y to sy and the edge (s −1 , sy) goes in the opposite direction and connects sy to y. In order to avoid clutter in the drawings, for each pair of mutually inverse generators s, s −1 ∈ S that are not involutions, one usually chooses one of them, say s, and only draws the oriented edges labeled by s, while all edges labeled by s −1 are suppressed. Further, for an involution s ∈ S and y ∈ Y , only one unoriented edge is drawn between y and sy (see the graph on the right in Figure 1 and note that σ is not an involution, while τ is).
2.2. Random walk operators on Schreier graphs. The Schreier graph Γ = Γ(G, S, Y ) is regular with every vertex having both the out-degree and the indegree equal to |S|. The random walk operator on Γ (also known as the Markov operator ) is the operator Thus, given a function f : Y → R on the vertex set Y , the operator M produces an updated function M f : Y → R by replacing the value at each vertex y by the average of the f -values at the neighbors of y in the Schreier graph. For x ∈ R, let M (x) be the operator M (x) = M − xI. The spectrum Sp(M ) of M is the set of values of x for which the operator M (x) from the pencil of operators {M (x) | x ∈ R} is not invertible. Note that the operator M is bounded (in fact ||M || ≤ 1) and, since S is symmetric, it is self-adjoint. Therefore its spectrum is a closed subset of the interval [−1, 1]. When Y is finite, the spectrum Sp(M ) is just the set of eigenvalues of the operator M , but in general the spectrum only contains the set of eigenvalues of M . Recall that λ is an eigenvalue of M if and only if M f = λf , for some nonzero function f ∈ 2 (Γ); such a nonzero function is called an eigenfunction of M .
Let G = S act on two sets Y and Y and δ : Y → Y be a surjective Gequivariant map, that is, a surjective function δ such that gδ( y) = δ(g y), for g ∈ G and y ∈ Y (equivalently, sδ( y) = δ(s y), for s ∈ S and y ∈ Y ). On the level of Schreier graphs δ induces a surjective graph homomorphism from Γ Y = Γ(G, S, Y ) to Γ Y = Γ(G, S, Y ) preserving edge labels and sending the edge y s → s y to the edge δ( y) s → sδ( y). We say that Γ Y is a covering of Γ Y and δ is a covering map. Assume that both Y and Y are finite.
If f is an eigenfunction of M Y with eigenvalue λ, then f is an eigenfunction of M Y with the same eigenvalue. Therefore, whenever there exists a surjective Gequivariant map δ : Y → Y between two finite sets Y and Y , the spectrum of
be a sequence of finite G-sets (sets with a G-action defined on them), {δ n : Y n+1 → Y n } ∞ n=0 a sequence of surjective G-equivariant maps, Y be a G-set, and { δ n : Y → Y n } ∞ n=0 a sequence of surjective G-equivariant maps such that δ n δ n+1 = δ n , for n ≥ 0. Denote Γ n = Γ(G, S, Y n ), Γ = Γ(G, S, Y ), and the corresponding random walk operators by M n and M , respectively. The sequences of equivariant maps {δ n } and { δ n } induce graph coverings between the corresponding Schreier graphs such that the following diagram commutes
and we obtain an increasing sequence {Sp(M n )} ∞ n=0 of finite sets, each consisting of the eigenvalues of M n . We are interested in situations in which this sequence is sufficient to determine the spectrum of M in the sense that
Example 2. This example is relatively straightforward, but it illustrates the setup we introduced above. Consider the infinite dihedral group D ∞ = a, b , generated by two involutions a and b. We may think of it as the group of isometries of the set of integer points on the real line, with the action of a and b given by a(n) = 1 − n and b(n) = −n. Let Y = Z and Γ be the Schreier graph Γ = Γ(D ∞ , S, Y ), drawn in the bottom row in Figure 2 . For n ≥ 0, let Y n = {0, ±1, . . . , ±2 n−1 − 1, 2 n−1 }. Note that Y n is a set of unique representatives of the residue classes modulo 2 n , for n ≥ 0. Thus we may think of Y n as Z/2 n Z. The action of D ∞ on Z induces a well defined action on the set of residue classes Z/2 n Z, for n ≥ 0, and we denote Γ n = Γ(D ∞ , S, Y n ). The sequence of Schreier graphs {Γ n } is indicated in the top row in Figure 2 . For n ≥ 0, the maps δ n : Y n+1 → Y n and δ n : Y → Y n , given by δ n (y) = mod(y, 2 n ), for y ∈ Z/2 n+1 Z, and δ n (y) = mod(y, 2 n ), for y ∈ Z, where mod(y, 2 n ) is the remainder obtained when y is divided by 2 n , are D ∞ -equivariant.
... For n ≥ 0, Sp(M n ) consists of 2 n distinct eigenvalues of multiplicity 1
where f (x) = x 2 − 2. On the other hand, the spectrum of the doubly infinite path Γ is [−1, 1] and we have
2.3. Adjacency operator on Schreier graphs and Schreier spectrum. For the Schreier graph Γ = Γ(G, S, Y ) of the action of G = S on Y , the adjacency operator on Γ is the operator A :
The random walk operator M = 1 |S| A is the normalized version of the adjacency operator A and their spectra are just multiples of each other. Denote the spectrum of A by Sp(Γ) and call it the Schreier spectrum of Γ. This is the so called adjacency spectrum, but we want to emphasize the scope of all our considerations, namely, adjacency spectra of Schreier graphs of finitely generated groups. For the purposes of our calculations, the Schreier spectra turn out to be the most convenient, but it is easy to switch to their Markovian or Laplacian versions when needed (the Laplacian operator is the operator L = I − M , where I is the identity operator).
2.4.
Rooted regular trees and self-similar groups. We introduce the class of self-similar groups acting on regular rooted trees, providing a framework for examples like Example 2, and a source of other examples.
Let X be a finite set, usually called the alphabet, of size k. The set of all finite words over X is denoted by X * . The set X * can be naturally equipped with the structure of a rooted k-regular tree as follows. The vertices of the tree are the words in X * , the root is the empty word , the level n is the set X n of words of length n over X, and the children of each vertex u ∈ X * are the k vertices of the form ux, for x ∈ X. We use X * to denote the set of finite words over X, the set of vertices of the rooted tree we just described, as well as the tree itself.
The group Aut(X * ) of all automorphisms of the rooted k-regular tree X * preserves the root and all levels of the tree. Every automorphism g ∈ Aut(X * ) induces a permutation α g of X, defined by α g (x) = g(x), called the root permutation of g. It represents the action of g at the first letter in each word. For every automorphism g ∈ Aut(X * ) and every vertex u ∈ X * , there exists a unique tree automorphism of X * , denoted by g u , such that, for all words w ∈ X * ,
The automorphism g u is called the section of g at u. It represents the action of g on the tails of words that start with u. Every automorphism g is uniquely determined by its root permutation α g and the k sections at the first level g x , for x ∈ X. Indeed, for every x ∈ X and w ∈ X * we have
When X = {0, 1, . . . , k −1}, a succinct representation, called wreath recursion, of the automorphism g ∈ Aut(X * ), describing its root permutation and its first level sections is given by
In addition of being short and clear, it has many other advantages, not the least of which is that it emphasizes the fact that Aut(X * ) is isomorphic to the semidirect product Sym(X) (Aut(X * )) X , that is, to the permutational wreath product Sym(X) X Aut(X * ), where Sym(X) is the group of all permutations of X. A set S ⊆ Aut(X * ) of tree automorphisms is self-similar if it is closed under taking sections, that is, every section of every element of S is itself in the set S. Thus, for every word u, the action of every automorphism s ∈ S on the tails of words that start with u looks exactly like the action of some element of S. Note that for a set S to be self-similar it is sufficient that it contains the first level sections of all of its elements. Indeed, this is because g uv = (g u ) v , for all words u, v ∈ X * . A group G ≤ Aut(X * ) of tree automorphisms is self-similar if it is self-similar as a set. Every group generated by a self-similar set is itself self-similar. This is because "sections of the product are products of sections" and "sections of the inverse are inverses of sections". To be precise, for all tree automorphisms g and h and all words u ∈ X * ,
The observation that groups generated by self-similar sets are themselves self-similar enables one to easily construct many examples of finitely generated self-similar groups, as demonstrated in the next subsection.
Remark 2.1. It should be clarified that when we speak of a subset S or a subgroup G of Aut(X * ) as a self-similar set, we do not use this terminology in the, by now widely accepted and used, sense of Hutchinson [Hut81] . It would be more precise to say, and it is often said, that the action is self-similar, that is, the action is adapted to the self-similar nature of the rooted tree and its boundary, the Cantor set. Selfsimilar sets in the sense of Hutchinson do play a role here, as such sets appear as limit spaces of contracting self-similar groups (see Section 3) and our considerations lead to results on Laplacians on such self-similar sets (see Section 7).
2.5. Automaton groups. An automaton, in our context, is any finite self-similar set S of tree automorphisms. The group G(S) = S , called the automaton group over S (or of S), is a finitely generated self-similar group. A simple way to define an automaton is by defining the action of each of its elements recursively as in (2.2).
Example 3. Consider the binary rooted tree based on the alphabet X = {0, 1} * . Define a finite self-similar set S = {a, b} of tree automorphisms recursively by
for every word u ∈ X * , and a( ) = b( ) = . Evidently, the root permutations and the sections of a and b are given in the following table.
where () and (01) denote, respectively, the trivial and the nontrivial permutation of X = {0, 1}. Calculating the action of any element of S on any word in X * by using the recursive definition is straightforward. For instance, a(10101) = 0b(0101) = 00b(101) = 001a(01) = 0011a(1) = 00110.
One may think of the elements of an automaton S as the states of a certain type of transducer, a so-called Mealy machine. The recursive definition 2.2 of the action of s ∈ S is interpreted as follows. To calculate the action of the state s on some input word xu starting with x, the machine first rewrites x into α s (x), changes its state to s x , and lets the new state handle the rest of the input u in the same manner. It reads the first letter of u, rewrites it appropriately, then moves to an appropriate state, which then handles the rest of the input, and so on, until the entire input word is read. It is common to represent the automaton S by an oriented labeled graph as follows. The vertex set is the set of states S, and each pair of a state s ∈ S and a letter x ∈ X determines a directed edge from s to s x labeled by x|α s (x) (equivalently, by s|s(x)).
Example 4. Four examples of finite self-similar sets of tree automorphisms are given in Figure 3 . The self-similar groups defined by these sets are the lamplighter group L 2 = Z (⊕ Z Z/2Z) (top left), the dihedral group D ∞ (top right), the binary odometer group Z (bottom left), and the tangled odometers group T (bottom right). In the last three automata the state e represents the trivial automorphism of the tree, which does not change any input word. Thus, we use for the empty word, that is, the root of X * , () for the trivial permutation of X, and e for the trivial automorphism of the tree X * . To avoid clutter, in the automaton for Z we a b and T used the convention that the same edge may be used with several labels, while in the automaton for T the convention that the loops associated to the trivial state e are not drawn. Note that the first three automata are defined over the binary alphabet X = {0, 1} while the last one is defined over the ternary alphabet X = {0, 1, 2}, hence that group acts on the ternary rooted tree. One can easily switch back and forth between the various representations of the given automata. For instance, the recursive definition of the action of the dihedral group D ∞ = a, b on the binary rooted tree is given by
Tabular representation of the self-similar set defining T and the wreath recursion describing the same set are given on the left and on the right, respectively in It is clear that defining a finitely generated self-similar group is an easy task, in particular for automaton groups (note that not all finitely generated self-similar groups are automaton groups). One can methodically construct, one by one, all automaton groups by constructing all automata with a given number of states over an alphabet of a given size. However, it is not an easy task to recognize the group that is generated by a given automaton. A full classification of all automaton groups defined by automata with given number of states m and size of the alphabet k has been achieved only for m = k = 2 [GNS00], while for the next smallest case m = 3 and k = 2 only a partial classification was obtained [BGK + 08].
2.6. The boundary action and the convergence Γ n → Γ. Let G = S , with S symmetric and finite, be a finitely generated subgroup of Aut(X * ) and, for n ≥ 0, let Γ n = Γ(G, S, X n ) be the corresponding Schreier graph of the action on level n. The map δ n : X n+1 → X n given by deleting the last letter in each word is G-equivariant and induces a sequence of coverings of degree |X|
Under the covering δ n each of the |X| edges ux
Example 5. The first Grigorchuk group G is the self-similar group G = a, b, c, d generated by four involutions a, b, c, and d acting on the binary tree and given by the wreath recursion
The Schreier graphs of its action on levels 0,1,2, and 3, are given in Example 6. The Basilica group is the self-similar group B = a, b generated by the binary tree automorphisms a and b given by the wreath recursion
The Schreier graphs of its action on levels 0,1,2, and 3, are given in Figure 5 . The group B was first considered in [GŻ02a] and [GŻ02b] where it was proved that it is a weakly branch, torsion free group which is not sub-exponentially amenable. It was later proved by Bartholdi and Virág [BV05] , using speed estimates for random walks, that this group is amenable, thus providing the first example of an amenable group that is not sub-exponentially amenable.
Example 7. The Hanoi Towers group is the self-similar group H = a, b, c generated by three involutions acting on the ternary tree given by the wreath recursion a = (01)(e, e, a), b = (02)(e, b, e), c = (12)(c, e, e).
The Schreier graphs of its action on levels 0,1, and 2 are given in Figure 6 . The group H was introduced in [GŠ06] . It models the well known Hanoi Towers game on three pegs in such a way that the Schreier graph Γ n models the game for n disks. It is the first example of a finitely generated branch group that admits a surjective homomorphism onto the infinite dihedral group D ∞ (note that branch groups can only have virtually abelian proper quotients [Gri00] , and any finitely generated branch group that admits a surjective homomorphism to an infinite virtually abelian group must map onto Z or onto D ∞ [DG08] The boundary X ω of the tree X * is the space of ends of the tree X * . More concretely, this is the space of all infinite rays
that is, infinite paths without backtracking that start at the root. It has the structure of a metric space (in fact, ultrametric space) with metric defined by d(ξ, ζ) = 1/2 |ξ∧ζ| , where ξ ∧ ζ denotes the longest common prefix of the infinite rays ξ and ζ, and |ξ ∧ ζ| denotes its length. Thus, the longer the common prefix the closer the rays are. The induced topology is the product topology on ∞ i=1 X, where the finite space X is given the discrete metric, implying that, topologically, the boundary X ω is a Cantor set, and hence compact. The action of any group of tree automorphisms G ≤ Aut(X * ) naturally induces an action on the boundary of the tree X * . The action of any automorphism g ∈ Aut(X * ) on X ω is given by (2.2) with the understanding that w in that formula now applies to rays in X ω , that is, to right-infinite words over X. If, for n ≥ 0, we denote by δ n : X ω → X n the map that deletes the tail of any ray beyond the first n-letters we obtain a sequence of G-equivariant maps. Thus we obtain the following diagram of G-equivariant maps.
(2.5)
Even if G = S acts level transitively on the tree X * (transitively on each level X n of the tree) and all Schreier graphs Γ n = Γ(G, S, X n ) are connected, the Schreier graph Γ(G, S, X ω ) of the action of G on the tree boundary is not connected. Indeed, since this graph is uncountable and the group G is countable, each orbit of the action on the boundary is countable and there must be uncountably many connected components (orbits) in the graph Γ(G, S, X ω ). Picking a connected component is equivalent to picking a point on the boundary that represents it, that is, picking an infinite ray ξ = x 1 x 2 x 3 · · · ∈ X ω . Choose such a ray ξ and let Γ = Γ ξ = Γ(G, S, Gξ) be the Schreier graph of the boundary action of G on the orbit Gξ = {g(ξ) | g ∈ G}. We call the Schreier graph Γ = Γ ξ the orbital Schreier graph of G at ξ. It is a countable graph of degree |S| and, since the restrictions of the maps δ n , for n ≥ 0, to the orbit Gξ are G-equivariant, the induced maps δ n : Γ → Γ n are coverings. Therefore, we are precisely in the situation described by the diagram (2.1). Moreover, we can now state a sufficient condition under which the spectra of the sequence of finite graphs {Γ n } approximates the spectrum of Γ.
Theorem 2.2 (Bartholdi-Grigorchuk [BG00] ). Let G = S ≤ Aut(X * ) be a finitely generated, self-similar, level-transitive group of automorphisms of the rooted tree X * and let ξ ∈ X ω be a point on the tree boundary. For n ≥ 0, let Γ n = Γ(G, S, X n ) be the Schreier graph of the action of G on level n of the tree and let Γ = Γ ξ = Γ(G, S, Gξ) be the orbital Schreier graph of G at ξ. If the action of G on the orbit Gξ is amenable, then
We recall the definition of an amenable action. The action of G on Y is amenable if there exists a normalized, finitely additive, G-invariant measure µ on all subsets of Y , that is, there exists a function µ : 2 where the boundary ∂F of the set F is the set of vertices in Γ that are not in F but have a neighbor in F , that is, ∂F = { v ∈ Γ | v ∈ F and sv ∈ F for some s ∈ S }. One sufficient condition for the amenability of the graph Γ is obtained by looking at its growth. Let Γ be any connected graph of uniformly bounded degree. Gri84] . Other examples of amenable but not elementary amenable groups include Basilica group B [BV05], Hanoi Towers group H, tangled odometers group T , and many other automaton groups. See [BKN10] and [AAV13] for useful sufficient conditions for amenability of automaton groups based on random walk considerations and the notion of activity growth introduced by Sidki [Sid00] .
A large and interesting class of examples to which Theorem 2.2 applies is the class of contracting self-similar groups.
Definition 2.3. Let G ≤ Aut(X * ) be a self-similar group of automorphisms of the rooted regular tree X * . The group G is said to be contracting if there exists a finite set N ⊆ G such that, for every g ∈ G, there exists n such that g v ∈ N , for all words v ∈ X * of length at least n. The smallest set N satisfying this property is called the nucleus of the group.
Since the growth of each orbital Schreier graph Γ of a finitely generated, selfsimilar, contracting group is polynomial [BG00] , such a graph Γ is amenable and, therefore, its spectrum can be approximated by the spectra of the finite graphs in the sequence {Γ n }, as in Theorem 2.2. Note that it is not known yet whether all finitely generated contracting groups are amenable.
Iterated monodromy groups
The content of this section is not necessary in order to follow the rest of the survey, but it provides excellent examples, motivation, and context for our considerations.
3.1. Definition. Let M be a path connected and locally path connected topological space, and let f : M 1 → M be a finite degree covering map, where M 1 is a subset of M. The main examples for us are post-critically finite complex rational functions. Namely, a rational function f ∈ C(z) is said to be post-critically finite if the forward orbit O x = {f
•n (x)} n≥1 of every critical point x of f (seen as a self-map of the Riemann sphere C) is finite. Let P be the union of the forward orbits O x , for all critical points. Denote M = C \ P and
Let t ∈ M, and consider the tree of preimages T f whose set of vertices is the disjoint union of the sets f −n (t), where f −0 (t) = {t}. We connect every vertex v ∈ f −n (t) to the vertex f (v) ∈ f −(n−1) (t). We then obtain a tree rooted at t. If γ is a loop in M starting and ending at t then, for every v ∈ f −n (t), there exists a unique path γ v starting at v such that f
•n •γ v = γ. Denote by γ(v) the end of the path γ v . Then v → γ(v) is an automorphism of the rooted tree T f . We get in this way an action (called the iterated monodromy action) of the fundamental group π 1 (M, t) on the rooted tree T f . The quotient of the fundamental group by the kernel of the action is called the iterated monodromy group of f , and is denoted IMG (f ). In other words, IMG (f ) is the group of all automorphisms of T f that are equal to a permutation of the form v → γ(v) for some loop γ.
Computation of IMG (f )
. Let X be a finite alphabet of size deg f , and let Λ : X → f −1 (t) be a bijection. For every x ∈ X, choose a path (x) starting at t and ending at Λ(x). Let γ ∈ π 1 (M, t). Denote by γ x the path starting at Λ(x) such that f • γ x = γ, and let Λ(y) be the end of γ x . Then the paths (x), γ x , and (y) −1 form a loop, which we will denote γ| x (see Figure 7 ).
Proposition 3.1 (Nekrashevych [Nek05] ). Let X be an alphabet in a bijection Λ : X −→ f −1 (t). Let (x), y, and γ| x be as above. Then Λ can be extended to an isomorphism of rooted trees Λ : X * −→ T f that conjugates the iterated monodromy action of π 1 (M, t) on T f with the action on X * defined by the recursive rule:
In particular, IMG (f ) is a self-similar group.
The self-similar action of IMG (f ) on X * described in the last proposition is called the standard action. It depends on the choice of the connecting paths (x), for x ∈ X, and the bijection Λ : X → f −1 (t). Changing the connecting paths amounts to post-composition of the wreath recursion with an inner automorphism of the wreath product Sym(X) X IMG (f ).
Example 8 (Basilica group B = IMG z 2 − 1 ). The polynomial z 2 − 1 is postcritically finite with P = {0, −1, ∞}. The fundamental group of C \ P is generated by two loops a, b going around the punctures 0 and −1, respectively. With an appropriate choice of the connecting paths (see [Nek05, Subsection 5.2.2.]), the wreath recursion for IMG z 2 − 1 is exactly the same as the one in Example 6. Thus, B = IMG z 2 − 1 .
2 ). The polynomial f (z) = −z 3 /2 + 3z/2 has three critical points: 1, −1, and ∞. All of them are fixed points of f , hence P = {1, −1, ∞}, and the fundamental group of is generated by loops around 1 and −1. The corresponding iterated monodromy group is defined by the wreath recursion (2.4), and this is the tangled odometers group T .
Example 10 (Hanoi Towers group H = IMG z 2 − 16 27z ). The iterated monodromy group of the rational function z 2 − 16/(27z) is conjugate in Aut(X * ) to the Hanoi Towers group H (see [GŠ07] ).
Example 11 (Dihedral group D ∞ = IMG z 2 − 2 and binary odometer group Z = IMG z 2 ). The iterated monodromy group of the polynomial z 2 − 2 is the dihedral group D ∞ and of the polynomial z 2 is the binary odometer group Z (infinite cyclic group) from Example 4.
3.3. Limit spaces of contracting self-similar groups. Suppose that G is a contracting self-similar group. Let X −ω be the space of all left-infinite sequences . . . x 2 x 1 of elements of X with the direct product topology. We say that two sequences . . . x 2 x 1 and . . . y 2 y 1 in X −ω are asymptotically equivalent if there exists a sequence {g k } ∞ k=1 of elements in G, taking a finite set of values, such that g k (x k . . . x 1 ) = y k . . . y 1 , for all k ≥ 1. It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation. The limit space of G is the quotient of the topological space X −ω by the asymptotic equivalence relation. It is always a metrizable space of finite topological dimension (if G is contracting). Note that the asymptotic equivalence relation is invariant with respect to the shift . . . x 2 x 1 → . . . x 3 x 2 . Consequently, the shift induces a continuous self-map on the limit space of G. The obtained map is called the limit dynamical system of the group G.
Theorem 3.2 (Nekrashevych [Nek05]).
Suppose that f is a post-critically finite complex rational function. Then IMG (f ) is a contracting self-similar group with respect to any standard action. The limit dynamical system of IMG (f ) is topologically conjugate to the restriction of f onto its Julia set.
The Julia set of a complex rational function f can be defined as the closure of the set of points c such that there exists n such that f n (c) = c and
The Julia sets of z → z 2 − 1, z → − 
for f ∈ L 2 (Y, µ) and y ∈ Y . Let G = S ≤ Aut(X * ) be a finitely generated, self-similar, level-transitive group of automorphisms of the rooted regular tree X * . Note that the boundary X ω , which has the structure of a Cantor set ∞ i=1 X, is a measure space with respect to the product of uniform measures on X (for the cylindrical set uX * , we have µ(uX * ) = 1 |X| |u| ). The group G acts on X ω by measure-preserving transformations and we may consider the Koopman representation π of G on L 2 (X ω , µ) and the associated Hecke type operator H π on L 2 (X ω , µ), given by
For every n ≥ 0, we may also consider the representation π n on L 2 (X n , µ n ) on the finite probability space X n with uniform probability measure µ n , corresponding to level n of the tree, and the associated Hecke type operator
Denote Sp(H π ) = Sp(π) and Sp(H πn ) = Sp(π n ), for n ≥ 0.
Theorem 4.1 (Bartholdi-Grigorchuk [BG00] ). Let G be a finitely generated, selfsimilar, level-transitive group of automorphisms of the rooted regular tree X * . Then
Sp(π n ).
Note that, unlike in Theorem 2.2, no additional requirements (such as amenability of the action) are needed in the last result.
4.3. Quasi-regular representations and Hecke type operators. It is well known that every transitive left action of a group G on any set Y is equivalent to the action of G on the left coset space G/P , where P = Stab G (y) is the stabilizer of the point y ∈ Y (since the action is transitive this point may be chosen arbitrarily). In fact, Schreier graphs originate as the graphs of the action of groups on their coset spaces.
For a countable group G and any subgroup P ≤ G, the quasi-regular representation is the unitary representation ρ G/P of G on the Hilbert space 2 (G/P ) given by
for f ∈ 2 (G/P ) and h ∈ G. When P is the trivial group we obtain the left regular representation ρ G defined by
for f ∈ 2 (G) and h ∈ G. Let G = S ≤ Aut(X * ) be a finitely generated, self-similar, level-transitive group of automorphisms of the rooted regular tree X * and let ξ = x 1 x 2 x 3 . . . be a point on the boundary X ω . For n ≥ 0, the point x 1 x 2 . . . x n is the unique point at level n on the ray ξ. Let P n = Stab G (x 1 x 2 . . . x n ), for n ≥ 0, and
Note that ∞ n=0 P n = P ξ . Denote by ρ n the quasi-regular representation ρ G/Pn corresponding to the subgroup P n (thus, to the action of G on level n of the tree) and by ρ ξ the representation ρ G/P ξ . We consider the Hecke type operator H ρ ξ on 2 (G/P ξ )
and, for n ≥ 0, the Hecke type operator
Denote Sp(H ρ ξ ) = Sp(ρ ξ ) and Sp(H ρn ) = Sp(ρ n ), for n ≥ 0. The following result extends Theorem 2.2 and compares the Schreier spectrum to the spectrum of the Hecke type operators H π and H ρ ξ associated to the Koopman representation π and the quasi-regular representation ρ ξ , respectively.
Theorem 4.2 (Bartholdi-Grigorchuk [BG00]).
(a) Let G = S ≤ Aut(X * ) be a finitely generated, self-similar, level-transitive group of automorphisms of the rooted regular tree X * and let ξ ∈ X ω . Then, for n ≥ 0,
(b) If the action of G on the orbit Gξ is amenable, then
(c) If the group P ξ is amenable, then
where ρ G is the left-regular representation of G (and Sp(ρ G ) is the spectrum of the corresponding Hecke type operator H ρ G ).
By part (b) in the last result, if the group G is amenable, then all orbital Schreier graphs have the same spectrum (there is no dependence on the choice of the point ξ ∈ X ω , since the representation π does not depend on it). More generally, if all orbital Schreier graphs Γ ξ , for ξ ∈ X ω are amenable, as it happens in the case of contracting self-similar groups, then they all have the same spectrum. Examples of nonamenable groups with amenable orbital Schreier graphs Γ ξ were provided in [GN05] (thus, part (b) applies to some nonamenable groups).
We point out that part (b) is mistakenly stated in [BG00] under the assumption that either the action of G on the orbit Gξ is amenable or P ξ is amenable. The assumption that P ξ is amenable only applies in part (c), and this part of Theorem 4.2 follows from [BG00, Proposition 3.5].
Method of computation
The method of computation of spectra, introduced in [BG00] and further implemented and refined in [GŻ01, GŠ08, GN07, GNŠ14] is based on the use of invariant sets of multidimensional rational maps and the Schur complement. We will present the approach in the next two subsections, one addressing the global picture, and the other the details.
5.1.
A global preview of the method. Let A be an operator for which we would like to calculate the spectrum. Include A and the entire pencil {A(x) | x ∈ C} with A(x) = A − xI into a multidimensional pencil of operators
2 , x 
where is the line
In the case of a self-adjoint operator A, which is always our case, we can use the field R instead of C.
The problem naturally splits into three steps: (i) Determine a suitable higher-dimensional pencil containing {A(x) | x ∈ R}.
(ii) Determine the joint spectrum Sp(
In the examples that were successfully treated by this approach, the joint spec-
Thus, in practice, the step (ii) is understood as
It may be somewhat counterintuitive why one should "increase the dimension of the problem in order to solve it", but the method has worked well in situations were direct approaches have failed. What happens is that the joint spectrum in R d , corresponding to the d-fold pencil of operators, is sometimes well behaved and easier to describe than the spectrum of the original 1-fold pencil. On the other hand, even when appropriate A (d) and F are found, the structure of the F -invariant set can be quite complicated and have the shape of a "strange attractor". 5.2. More details. Let G = S be an automaton group generated by the elements of the finite and symmetric self-similar set S. For n ≥ 0, the representations π n and ρ n are equivalent and may be viewed as representations on the |X| n -dimensional vector space 2 (X n ). The |X| n × |X| n adjacency matrix A n (the rows and the columns are indexed by the words over X of length n) of Γ n is given by
The |X| n × |X| n matrix π n (s) is given recursively, for n > 0, by blocks of size
corresponding to the decomposition
and the block B y,x (s) is given by
For n = 0, the space 2 (X 0 ) corresponding to the root of the tree is 1-dimensional and π 0 (s) is the 1 × 1 identity matrix π 0 (s) = [1]. We call (5.1) the matrix wreath recursion of S (it directly corresponds to the wreath recursion that defines the generators s ∈ S).
From now on, we use the notation s n = π n (s).
Example 12. For the first Grigorchuk group G the matrix wreath recursion gives
and for n > 0,
where, in each case, 0 and 1 denote the zero matrix and the identity matrix, respectively, of appropriate size (2 n−1 × 2 n−1 ). Therefore, A 0 = [4] and, for n > 0,
Example 13. For the tangled odometers group T the matrix wreath recursion gives
Therefore, A 0 = [4] and, for n ≥ 0,
Once the recursive definition of the adjacency operator A n is established we consider the matrix
and more generally, a matrix of the form
for some auxiliary operators g 2 , . . . , g d . There is no known general approach how to choose appropriate auxiliary operators. In practice, one needs to come up with good choices that make the subsequent calculations feasible.
We then calculate, by using elementary column and row transformations and the Schur complement, the determinant of A and obtain a recursive expression of the form
where P n (x 1 , . . . , x d ) is a polynomial function and F : n (x 1 , . . . , x d )). Thus, describing the joint spectrum through iterations of the recursion (5.2) leads to iterations of the rational map F .
Understanding the structure of the zero sets of det(A
n (x 1 , . . . , x d )), for n ≥ 0, and relating them to the zero sets of det(A n (x)) is accomplished, in the situations when we are able to resolve this problem, by finding a function ψ : R d → R and a polynomial function f : R → R such that
that is, by finding a semi-conjugacy from the d-dimensional rational function F to a polynomial function f in a single variable. Since we have
the iterations of F are related to the iterations of f and then the desired spectrum is described through the iterations of the latter.
Concrete examples and computation results
In this section we present several concrete examples of calculations of spectra based on the method suggested in the Section 5. All groups in this section are amenable. By Theorem 4.2, the choice of the point on the boundary is irrelevant for the Schreier spectrum and this is why no such choice is discussed in these examples.
One of the examples, the Hanoi Towers group H, leads to results on the Sierpiński gasket. The spectrum of Sierpiński gasket goes back to the work of the physicists Rammal and Toulouse [RT82] . It was turned into a mathematical framework by Fukushima and Shima [FS92] . Note that, in these works, the Sierpiński gasket was approximated by a sequence of graphs that are 4-regular (with the exception of the three corner vertices, which have degree 2), while our approach yields an approximation through a different, but related, sequence of 3-regular graphs. A method for spectra calculations in more general cases, called spectral decimation, was developed by Kumagai, Malozemov, Shima, Teplyaev, Strichartz and others [Kum93, Mal94, Shi96, Tep98, MT03, Str06] . Connections with Julia sets are well-known, as for instance given by Teplyaev [Tep04] .
6.1. The first Grigorchuk group G. As was already mentioned, the method sketched above was introduced in [BG00] in order to compute the spectrum of the sequence of Schreier graphs {Γ n } and the boundary Schreier graph Γ for the case of the first Grigorchuk group G, as well as several other examples, including the Gupta-Sidki 3-group [GS83] .
Theorem 6.1 (Bartholdi-Grigorchuk [BG00] ). For n ≥ 1, the spectrum of the graph Γ n , as a set, has 2 n elements (thus, all eigenvalues are distinct) and is equal to
The spectrum of Γ (the Schreier spectrum of G), as a set, is equal to
Remark 6.2. There is a different way in which the spectrum of Γ n can be written. Namely, for n ≥ 2,
Note that
where the root sign appears exactly k times. The closure
is equal to the interval [−2, 2] and is the Julia set of the polynomial f , Therefore,
For the calculations in this example, we may use the 2-dimensional auxiliary pencil of operators defined by
n (x, y) = a n + b n + c n + d n − (1 + x)I + (y − 1)a n .
The recursive formula for the determinant of A n (x, y) is, for n ≥ 2,
where F : R 2 → R 2 is given by
The 2-dimensional joint spectrum of A n (x, y) is a family of hyperbolae and intersecting this family with the line y = 1 gives the desired spectrum. The more general problem of determining the spectrum of the operator associated to any element of the form ta + ub + vc + wd in the group algebra R[G] is considered in [GLN14] , where it is shown that, apart from few exceptions (such as the case u = v = w considered above), the spectrum is always a Cantor set. 6.2. The Hanoi Towers group H = IMG z 2 − 16 27z and Sierpiński gasket. Theorem 6.3 (Grigorchuk-Šunić [GŠ06, GŠ08] ). For n ≥ 1, the spectrum of the graph Γ n , as a set, has 3 · 2 n−1 − 1 elements and is equal to
where
The multiplicity of the 2 i eigenvalues in f −i (0), i = 0, . . . , n − 1 is a n−i , and the multiplicity of the 2 j eigenvalues in f −j (−2), j = 0, . . . , n − 2, is b n−j , where, for m ≥ 1,
The spectrum of Γ (the Schreier spectrum of H), as a set, is equal to
It consists of a set of isolated points, the backward orbit I = ∞ i=0 f −i (0) of 0 under f , and the set J of accumulation points of I. The set J is a Cantor set and is the Julia set of the polynomial f .
The KNS spectral measure is concentrated on the union of the backward orbits
The KNS measure of each eigenvalue in f −i {0, −2}, for i = 0, 1, . . . , is 1 2·3 i+1 . Remark 6.4. The Kesten-von-Neumann-Serre measure (KNS measure for short) is the weak limit of the counting spectral measures µ n associated to the graph Γ n , for n ≥ 0 (µ n (B) = m n (B)/|X| n , where m n (B) counts, including multiplicities, the eigenvalues of Γ n in B.
For the calculations in this example, the auxiliary pencil of operators used in [GŠ08] is 2-dimensional and given by
n (x, y) = a n + b n + c n + −xI + (y − 1)d n , where the block structure of d n is
The recursive formula for the determinant of A (2)
n−1 (F (x, y))), where F : R 2 → R 2 is given by
The multiplicity of the eigenvalue 4 cos p q π, for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n + 1, and p and q relatively prime is equal to 2 n − 2 mod(n,q)
where mod(n, q) is the remainder obtained when n is divided by q, and 1 {q divides n+1} is the indicator function equal to 1 when q divides n + 1 and to 0 otherwise. The multiplicity of the eigenvalue 4 is 1. The spectrum of Γ (the Schreier spectrum of L 2 ), as a set, is equal to
The KNS spectral measure is discrete and, for the eigenvalue 4 cos p q π, with 1 ≤ p < q and p and q relatively prime, is equal to 1 2 q −1 . The above result has several interesting corollaries. First, note that there exist an infinite ray ζ ∈ ∂X * for which the corresponding parabolic subgroup P ζ = St L2 (ζ) is trivial [GŻ01] (in fact, this is true for all infinite rays that are not eventually periodic [NP11, GK14] ). For such a ray ζ, the Schreier graph Γ ζ = Γ(L 2 , P ζ , S) and the Cayley graph Γ(L 2 , S) are isomorphic. The calculation of the spectrum of L 2 led to a counterexample of the Strong Atiyah Conjecture. The Strong Atiyah Conjecture states that if M is a closed Riemannian manifold with fundamental group G, then its L 2 -Betti numbers come from the following subgroup of the additive group of rational numbers
This is contradicted by the following result.
Theorem 6.7 (Grigorchuk, Linnell, Schick,Żuk [GLSŻ00] ). There exists a closed Riemannion 7-dimensional manifold M such that all finite groups in its fundamental group G are elementary 2-abelian, fin
Note that other versions of Atiyah Conjecture were later also disproved by using examples based on lamplighter-like groups [Aus13, LW13] . 6.5. Basilica group B = IMG z 2 − 1 and IMG z 2 + i . We do not have complete results for these two examples, but some progress was achieved.
The Schreier spectrum of Basilica group B was considered in [GŻ02b] , using the auxiliary 2-dimensional pencil of operators given by
n (x, y) = a n + a Partial results were also obtained by Rogers and Teplyaev by using the spectral decimation method [RT10] .
The group K = IMG z 2 + i of binary tree automorphisms is generated by three involutions defined by the wreath recursion a = (01)(e, e) b = ()(a, c) c = ()(b, e).
The Schreier spectrum of IMG z 2 + i was considered in [GSŠ07] , using the auxiliary 3-dimensional pencil of operators given by
n (x, y, z) = a n + yb n + zc n − xI.
In both cases, the corresponding multi-dimensional map F : R d → R 2 was found, but the shape of the corresponding F -invariant subset (that is, the joint spectrum) is unknown.
Laplacians on the limit fractals
For some contracting self-similar groups G, the Hecke type operators H πn , when appropriately rescaled, converge to a well defined Laplacian on the limit space. The process of finding the rescaling coefficient and proving existence of the limit Laplacian has much in common with the process of computing the spectra of operators H πn , as described in Section 5. A general theory, working for all contracting groups is still missing, but many interesting examples can be analyzed.
The technique in the known examples is based on the theory of Dirichlet forms on self-similar sets, see [Kig01] . A connection of this theory with self-similar groups, and the examples described in this section are discussed in more detail in [NT08] .
Let G be a self-similar group generated by a finite symmetric set S and, for n ≥ 0, let L n = 1 − H πn be the corresponding Laplacian on the Schreier graph Γ n . Let E n be the quadratic form with matrix L n , that is, the form given by E n (x, y) = L n x, y .
Choose a letter x 0 ∈ X, and consider for every n ≥ 1 the subset V n = x −ω 0 X n of the space X −ω encoding the limit space of G. We have V n ⊆ V n+1 , and we naturally identify V n with X n by the bijection v → x −ω 0 v. We also consider E n as a form on 2 (V n ) = 2 (X n ). The trace E n+1 of E n+1 on V n is the quadratic form E such that for f ∈ 2 (V n ) the value of E(f, f ) is equal to the infimum of values of E n+1 (g, g) over all functions g ∈ 2 (V n+1 ) such that g| Vn = f . The matrix of E n+1 is found as the Schur complement of the matrix L n+1 of E n+1 .
Namely, decompose the matrix L n+1 into the block form A B C D according to the decomposition of 2 (X n+1 ) into the direct sum 2 (x 0 X n ) ⊕ 2 ((X \ {x 0 })X n ) (so that A, B, C, and D are of sizes k n × k n , k n × (k − 1)k n , (k − 1)k n × k n , and (k − 1)k n × (k − 1)k n , respectively, where k = |X| is the size of the alphabet). Then the matrix of E n+1 is A − BD . It follows then from the general theory, see [Kig03] , that the forms λ −n E n converge to a Laplacian on the limit space of G, that is, on the Julia set of z 2 − 1. In some cases one needs to take slightly bigger sets V n . For example, consider the Hanoi Towers group H. Let V n be the set of sequences of the form 0 −∞ X n , 1 −∞ X n , and 2 −∞ X n . Let a = (01)(e, e, a), b = (02)(e, b, e), and c = (12)(c, e, e), 
, where a, b, c act on the corresponding subspaces 2 (x −ω X n ) using the representation π n (after we identify x −ω X n with X n in the natural way). Then a direct computation using the recursive definition of the generators a, b, c, and the Schur complement shows that trace of E n+1 on V n is given by the same matrix where (x, y) is replaced by 3 5+3x/y x, y . Passing to the limit y → ∞, and restricting to functions on which the limit of the quadratic form is finite (which will correspond to identifying sequences . . . x −ω v representing the same points of the limit space), we get rescaling x → 3 5 x, hence convergence of (5/3) n E n to a Laplacian on the limit space of H, which is the Sierpiński gasket.
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